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Mechelany Advisors’ Investment Ideas are available to our MEMBERSHIP 
Subscribers. 

We provide individual Investment ideas based on our multi-layered 
screening and valuation process combining structural, top-down macro, 
sectoral analysis, bottom-up stock selection and valuation analysis.

Our Investment Ideas may be included in our Model Portfolio while some may 
not be included if they do not fit the global risk profile and asset 
allocation chosen at the time of selection.

Like most seasoned investors, we have been surprised by the strength of the
rebound in equities since the March 23rd bottom and the disconnect between the
V-shaped recovery in equities and the all but V-shaped recovery in Main Street.

One major component of the April May rise has been the leadership of the
FAMANGS which have outperformed strongly the wider indexes in the first part of
the rally, delivering advances of between 40 and 60 % as investors concluded
that they would be the most resilient corporations in this lockdown environment.

As it
clearly

transpires now, the rally has been led by bored locked down individual investors
that have replaced their sports betting accounts by e-trading accounts and have
used the cash handouts of the US Government to bet on equities.

Yesterday, the SP500 finally tried to challenge the 3000 level which
also represents both its 200 days moving average and exceeds the
61.8 % retracing of the entire bear leg of February March.
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With last week’s aggressive rally we saw initial breakouts in the Russell-2000 and
cyclical sectors where Value stocks have taken the lead over Tech and growth
stocks.

Yesterday we saw a failed attempt of the SP500 to break and close above 3’000
and as the chart above shows, it is bumping against the upper band of its
Bollinger bands while its MACDs are now overbought and in a directionless move
that confirms the lack of momentum.

With slowing momentum and rising selectivity, the best of the March rally is
clearly behind us, however, the still too cautious sentiment (AAII Bullish
Consensus at just 29%) leaves the door open for more low momentum gains into
June before a significant correction in global equities in July or even the start
of the second leg of the bar market.

A confirmed break above 2955 would open the door towards 3114, which is the
76% retracement of the Q1 Corona panic.

Last Friday, we highlighted the fact that the FAMANGS were
losing momentum…

Yesterday’s Price Action in the FAMANGS confirms that the
TOP is in place and that they are rolling over, apart from
Google which may close a gap left a bit higher.

Apple Inc



Apple recorded a clear daily reversal yesterday as it was testing its February all-
time high. At the same time the MACD is sending a SELL signal. A confirmation
of this reversal would mark a LONG TERM doubt top typical of the end of a
secular bull market

Microsoft Corp.

The same happened with Microsoft but after a longer horizontal consolidation
meaning that yesterday’s reversal confirms that the attempt a new all-time high
failed and that a double top is completed. The MACDs are already declining and
in negative divergence with the RSI momentum indicator pointing down.



Facebook

After last week’s sharp rise, Facebook reversal yesterday is a very negative
signal. The RSI is in overbought territory and the MACDs are at an extreme
12.15 standard deviation preventing any significant further advance.



Google ( Alphabet Inc. )

Of the FAMANGS, Google was the only one to rise yesterday as the stock price
is pulled higher by the prospects of closing the February gap with a target of
1485. The RSI is reaching overbought territory and the MACDs are clearly
changing trends.

Amazon

Amazon has already peaked and rolled over and yesterday’s fall confirms that its
recent attempt at making an all-time high has been negated as a false breakout.
The RSI momentum indicator is clearly pointing downwards while the MACDs
show a clear negative divergence.



Netflix

The star of streaming, confinement and extremes of valuation has not only
negated its attempt at a new all-time high, but also clearly broken its uptrend.
Momentum is collapsing and the MACDs are also in a clear negative divergence.



All the above confirms our thesis that the leaders of the
bear market rally are already rolling over and that we
are in the last and most dangerous part of the April
May advance.

TINA, FOMO, and mom-and-pop speculators are the
worst rationale for chasing equities higher.

STRATEGICALLY, THIS IS THE PERFECT TIME TO
SHORT THE FAANGS
The charts below depicts the behaviour of the FAANGS Index.

The daily chart shows that we are making a significant double top while the index
is extremely overbought and the RSI has reached SELL territory

The weekly chart shows a massive secular double top being formed.



The perfect instrument to SHORT THE FAANGS

BUY LEONTEQ SHORT FAANG 2X @ US$ 41

This Swiss Security traded in US dollars launched by LEONTEQ on April 2oth is
a 
BEAR INVESTMENT CERTIFICATE ON AN EQUALLY WEIGHTED BASKET
OF THE FAANGS WITH A LEVERAGE FACTOR of 2.45 X

This security is trade daily at its NAV and can be acquired through any bank
using its

ISIN CH0522708855
Since launch, the Certificate has traded down from 51 to 37 and is clearly making
a bottom.



With 4 out of the 5 FAANGS having rolled over and losing
momentum, it is just a question of time for the whole index to
fall sharply, taking the larger market with them due to their
high proportion in the indexes.

The risk/reward on this product is favorable as any additional
upside is limited by its current over-extension.

Download the Term Sheet



https://mechelanyadvisors.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/LTQ-Short-x2-on-FAANGs-in-USD-CH0522708855.pdf


DISCLAIMER

Mechelany Advisors FZE or www.mechelanyadvisors.com, is not a registered 
investment advisor, nor a capital management firm or broker-dealer and 
does not purport to tell or suggest which securities customers should buy 
or sell for themselves. 

Mechelany Advisors FZE operates as a private advisory and research company 
where we 
provide consulting services to pension funds, investments funds and private clients.

Our analyses and conclusions are ours and they only clarify and highlight 
the investment rationale behind our own investment decisions. The analysts 
and employees or affiliates of Company may - and usually do -  hold 
positions in the stocks or industries discussed here. 

The Company, the authors, the publisher, and all affiliates of Company 
assume no responsibility or liability for your trading and investment 
results. You understand and acknowledge that there is a very high degree 
of risk involved in trading securities.   

It should not be assumed that the methods, techniques, or indicators 
presented in these products will be profitable or that they will not 
result in losses.  Past results of any individual trader or trading system 
published by Company are not indicative of future returns by that trader 
or system, and are not indicative of future returns. 

The indicators, strategies, columns, articles and all other features of 
Company’s products are provided for informational and educational purposes 
only and should not be construed as investment advice.  Examples presented 
on Company’s website are for educational purposes only. Such examples are 
not solicitations of any order to buy or sell securities, commodities, 
investment products or engage into any kind of trading activities. 

Accordingly, you should not rely solely on the Information provided in 
making any investment decision. Rather, you should use the Information 
provided only as a starting point for doing additional independent 
research in order to allow you to form your own opinion regarding 
investments. You should always check with your licensed financial advisor 
and tax advisor to determine the suitability of any investment.

By navigating on our website or remaining on our subscription lists, you 
accept our terms and conditions and discharge us irrevocably form all 
responsibility.


